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A simplicial d-cluster may be informally described as being constructed by gluing regular 
d-simplexes together facet-by-facet, at each stage gluing a new simplex to exactly one facet of a 
cluster already constructed. The equivalence classes of such clusters under rigid motions are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the combinatorial types of stack polytopes. 
In this paper we show how to enumerate simplicial d-clusters (and hence the stack 
polytopes), and carry out the enumeration for d = 3,4. The enumerations are performed both 
for even rigid motions and for all rigid motions; tlhat is, when reflection is not allowed and also 
when it is. Some numerical results are given. 
0. Introduction 
A simplicial d-cluster is a set of regular d-dimensional simplexes in IWd with the 
property that every &simplex (or cell) has at least one facet ((d - l)-dimensional 
face) in common with other cells in the cluster. A formal definition will be given 
in the next section, but intuitively a cluster may be regarded as being built up by 
gluing regular d-simplexes together facet-by-facet-at each stage a new simplex is 
glued to exactly one facet of the part of the cluster that has already been 
constructed. With each cluster W we can associate a graph G in the following 
way: the nodes of G correspond to the cells of W, and two such nocles are joined 
by an edge if and only if the corresponding cells have a facet in common. It will 
follow from our de/i&ion that G is necessarily a tree-and in fact it is this 
tree-like nature of G that makes possible the enumeration of clusters to be 
described in this paper. And this is so in spite of the fact that many different 
clusters correspond to the same tree. The methods we shall use may be described 
as a refinement of the graph-theoretic enumeration techniques recently developed 
arary and Palmer [S] for counting trees. These methods generalise those of 
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Otter [13], which originate from those of Polya [14], and can be traced back to 
Cayley [4]. 
The study of simplicial 2-clusters can be applieid to a cell-growth problem, and, 
in fact, it was this interpretaticrn that led one of the authors to study the 
enumeration problem to be described here (see Read [15J). 
In describing the enumeration of d-clusters wle must be careful to distinguish 
between two cases. We identify two clusters if one can be mapped onto the other 
by a rigid motion, but we must decide whether only even rigid motions (namely 
direct cortgruences) are allowed or all rigid motions (in which reflections are 
permitted) may be used. Both cases will be considered here. 
The counting of simplicial d-clusters is equivalent to counting the combinatorial 
types of stack polytopes. These polytopes were fh-st introduced by Altshuler [1], 
and have become important in connection with lower bound conjecture (see 
Barnette [2] and Griinbaum [7, pl 183-j) and with certain extremal problems on 
lengths of edge-paths on polytopes. The problem of counting combinatorial types 
of 3-dimensional stack polytopes has been investigated by Beineke and Pippert 
133. Here we generalise their results in several directions, including the d- 
dimensional case, as well as using different proof techniques. 
In general, the problem of counting combinatorial types of polytopes, or 
verifying the combinatorial equivalence of two given polytopes, is very difficult, 
even in three dimensions. Federico [5,63 has counted the number of combinator- 
ial types of convex polytopes with at most nine facets, and we believe that the 
number of types with ten facets is unknown, (compare [7, p. 381). Complete 
results in the case of d-dimensional polytopes with at most d + 3 facets were 
obtained by Lloyd [lOI. In the case of stack polytopes, however, the problem of 
enumeration is rather more tractable in view of their relation with d-clusters. At 
the end of this paper we shall tabulate the numbers of types of three-dimensional 
stack polytopes with at most 42 facets and the number of four-dimensional stack 
polytopes with at most 62 facets. 
08 and temindogy 
By a polytope we shall alwalys mean a convex d-polytope in IV’; aff A means 
the affine hull of A and conv A means the convex hull of A. Let F be a facet of a 
polytope P, and Q be a point bevond F and beneath all the other facets of P (see 
[7, p. 781 for the definition of these terms). Then the polytope conv({Q}U P) is 
said to arise from P by adjoining the pyramid cor~~v((Q} U F) to the facet F of P. 
Any poly?ope which can be constructed from a simplex by repeatedly applying 
this adjoining process is called a stack polytope. In this case, all the adjoined 
pyramids are simplexes and those are called the components of the stack polytope. 
Formally, for any d, the empty set is regarded as a d-dimensional stack polytope 
e number of components equal to zero. 
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A simplicial d-cluster consists of a number of cells, each of which is a regular 
d-simplex of unit edge-length, and is defined recrlrsively as follows: 
(a) There is exactly one simplicial d-cluster with one cell, namely a single 
simplex T’. The d + 1 facets of T will be called outer fiacets of this cluster; in this 
l:ase there are no inner facets. 
(b) Let U and V be simplicial d-clusters with m and n cells, and let u and n be 
outer facets of U and V respectively. Then the figure W formed by identifiying u 
and u is a cluster with m + n cells. ‘Identifying u and v’ means that we move the 
clusters U and V so that the facets u and 21 coincide. Moreover we do so in such a 
way that the cell of U to which u belongs, and the cell of V to which v belongs, 
lie on opposide sides of the hyperplane containing u and v. The facet in which u 
and v coincide is an inner facet of the new cluster W; the remaining inner and 
outer facets of W are those of U and V apart from u and v. The empty set is a 
simplicial d-cluster with no cell. 
Subsequently we shall use the word cluster for a simplicial d-cluster in Rd. Two 
clusters are equal if they are congruent, that is to say, one can be moved into 
coincidence with the otber by a rigid motion. If only even rigid motions are 
allowed, then we say that reflections of clusters are to be counted as distinct. 
In the following sections we shall deal, in detail, with the case where reflections 
are counted as distinct and the corresponding results for the case when odd 
congruences are allowed will be noted, though det ” ; will be omitted unless they 
are non-trivial. As mentioned in the introductioli. Ne may think of simplicial 
chisters as being built up out of regular simplexes by gluing them together facet- 
to--facet. Thus we start from a single simplex and add others, one at a time, until 
the desired cluster is completed. This intuitive description is misleading in that it 
ma.y be impossible, in a practical sense, to add a new simplex to a given outer 
facet without it intersecting an existing part of the cluster. However, the formal 
Idefinition does not f’orbid such self-intersections (and, in fact, they must be 
permitted for our enumeration process to be valid). 
Simplicial clusters of dimension d, d > 2, have an important property not shared 
by some other types of cluster. When we are identifying outer facets u and ?I as 
clescribed in (b) above, it never happens that another two facets arc mwed 
‘accidentally’ into coincidence. Consequently we can never obtain a ‘ring’ of 
regular simplexes in which each consecutive pair share a facet. This follows lirom a 
result of Mason [ll]. Swch ‘rings’ can occur in the case of clusters of regular 
octahedra and also in the case of plane clusters of regular polygons (see 19, Figs. 
5-71 for this phenomenon in the case of plane triangular clusters). 
This description of building up a simplicial cluster cell-by-cell, and that of 
constructing a stack polytope by adjoining components, clearly imply that every 
simI&al cluster corresponds to a unique combinatorial type of stack polytope. 
For d 3 3 the converse also holds if reflections of the clusters are permitted 
because a stack polytope can be resolved into components in a unique way [ 171. 
Because of this one-to-one correspondence, enumeraGon problems for simplicial 
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clusters and for stack polytopes are identical. For d = 2, this is ilot true since, for 
example, the two clusters of Fig. 1 correspond to the same stack polytope, namely 
the hexagon. In this case, however, clusters with n cells correspond to dissections 
of the (n +2)-gon, and these were enumerated in [9]. Therefore throughout we 
shall always assume d >3. Since it is much easier to deal with congruence than 
with combinatorial equivalence, in the following description it will be convenient 
to give explanations in terms of clusters. 
When we add a new cell to a given cluster, we increase the number of outer 
facets by cl - 1, and the number of inner facets by 1. It follows that a cluster with 
n cells has (d+l)+(n-l)(d-l)=n(d-1)+2 outer facets and n-l inner facets. 
Similarly a stack poiytope with n components has n(d - 1) + 2 simplicial facets. 
In the following we exhibit the number of clusters of :a given type as a 
coefficient in a counting series. We shah show how these counting series can be 
computed explicitly for each value of d, though we cannot give general expres- 
sions valid for ;all d. However, in every case the counting series will be given 
explicitly for small values of d (at least for d = 3 and d = 4). 
The enumeration procedure to be described starts by considering several special 
cases depending on labelling of the facets and rooting of the clusters. These will 
be discussed in detail in the next seven sections, and in the final section (Section 
9) we shall show how a theorem of Harary and Palmer can be applied to these 
results to yield the required enumeration of d-clusters. 
2. Enmneratiion of sim@Mal d-clusters rooted at a labellied outer facet 
By rooting a cluster at a labelled outer facet we mean that we distinguish one 
such facet (the root facet) from the others. At the same time we make a distinction 
between the vertices of that facet, say by labelling them with the letters 
Ai, . . . , Ad. Thus two such rooted clusters are equal if and only if there is a rigid 
motion which moves one into coincidence with the other and, at the same time, 
moves each of the vertices Al, . . . , Ad of one cluster into the vertex of the other 
cluster bearing the same letter. Let us denote the root facet by F,,, the unique 
simplex with facet FG b.y ‘I’, the remaining vertex of T by A,,, and the facet of T 
opposite to Aj by t$ (ie. Fi =cow{A~, . . . , A, _ I) r4i+l, . . . , Ad}, i = 1, . . . , d). 
Write e,, (n >O! for the number of simplicial o;i-clusters with n cells, rooted at 
an outer facet F,, with vertices lebelled Al, . . . , &. Here ed,o = 1, corresponds to 
the empty cluster having no cell. For each nonernpty cluster W under considera- 
tion we may regard the labelled facets Fi, i = 1: . . . , d, as rooted labelled outer 
Fig. 1. 
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face& of ‘subclusters’ of W which arise by deleting T. If these d ‘subclustcrs’ of W 
have n. 2, , P 0 cells respectively, then n, f * . y + nd = n - 1, where n is the number of 
cells in W 
Furthe.r, 
If 
t? d,” = c fi e,&, for nb l. 
nl+..*+nd==n-1 i=l (1) 
Ed(f) = 2 ed.ntn 
n=O 
is the counting series for the number of rooted clusters at a labelled outer facet, 
then we deduce that 
Ed(t) = 1 -i- t(&(t))d. (2) 
For thle right side of (2) is the coefficient of t”-’ in (Ed(t))d, the factor t counts the 
cell T, and the 1 adjusts for the case n = 0, that is, takes care of the empt,y cluster. 
A straightforward application of Lagrange’s Theorem [lb, identifying 
Ed(t), Y = 6 P = d, a = 1 in the second to last formula on p, 1471, leads to 
solution of this equation, namely 
x= 
the 
(3) 
The counting series which are derived below can all be represented in terms of the 
fundamental counting series (3). 
3. Enumeration of simplidal &dusters ro&d at a labelled facet and livariant 
under a certain pem~utation of the labels 
Suppose that m is a permutation on (1, . . . , d} of type 
7=s;I’...sdm”, (4) 
that is, it has exactly mi % 0 cycles of length i, i = 11, . . . , d. By 7k we denote the _ 
type of rrk. Consider a nonempty rooted cluster W with root facet F,, where the 
vertices of F0 are labelled Al, . . . , .&id. Let T denote the simplex of W with facet 
F,, and E the facet of T opposite to Ai, i = 1, . . . , d. There exists a unique affine 
map 7~* with T*(Ai) = L(i), for i = 1, . . . , d, and v*(A,,) = AO. We say that W is 
invariant under n- if ‘rr*(-) = W. 8y ed.n,7 we denote the number of simplicial 
d-clusters with n cells rooted at a labelled facet and invariant under V. (Clearly 
this number depends only on the type, T, of ?T.) We write 
Et_&) = i ed.?dn 
n=o 
for the corresponding counting series. 
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If (i,, . . . , ik) is a cyck of T, then the facets Fi,, . . . , Fi, of W are cyclically 
permuted4 by T *. If II is a subcluster of W rooted at Fi,, then T*“(H) is a 
subcluster of W rooted at F,_,, v = 1, . . . , k - 1. If W is invariant under T, then 
(I-z, P*(H), . . . , w*k-‘(m is a cycle of IF* and this implies w*“(H) = H, that is, H 
is invariant under wk. Conversely, if we choose a rooted d-cluster H(i, j) for every 
cycle Si.i of length i of T, i = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , q, then 
is a d-cluster rooted in Fo. If H( i, j) has n(i, j) cells, then W has 1 + C in( i, j) cells. 
Here the 1 counts the cell T and the factor i takes care of the fact that the copies 
of H(;, j) are rooted on i facets. Therefore, 
ed.n,T= Z I? fi ed,n(i,j).7i7 
i=l j=l 
summed for C in(i, j) = n - 1. 
From this we deduce that 
&+(f) = 1 i- tfi (&@))? 
i=l 
(5) 
If 7 - sf is the type of the identity, then (5) reduces to (2), and we have: the 
solution (3). We now show by induction that (5) can be solved explicitly for E&.(t) 
in the form of a power series containing terms of E,(t) only. we note, however, 
that it seems unlikely tha:t a general expression can be found that is valid fey all 7. 
As induction parameter we introduce the character of T, defined as follows: 
X(T)= f i”m,. 
i=l 
Obviously, 
X(Sil - * * s(p) = x(p) +. - - + x(sp) and ~(7~) Q X(T). 
Here equality holds if and only if j and n,,O i have no common prime factor. 
Therefore, 
X(7%X(T) 
if i > 1 and mi ) 0, that is, for every such i in (5). By induction on X(T) we may 
assume that &(t) is already known, so that (5) is indeed a functional equation 
for ES, i(t). 
rat milt%r facet 
of the previous section, we im- 
mediately obtain counting series for the number d clusters rooted at an outer 
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facet. This result is analogous to Cayley’s formula for counting rooted trees [4], 
and in fact this analogy is the motivation for including this section, the results of 
which will n% be needed in the sequel. The fact that the counting ~process in 
Section 5 is completely analogous to that described here is an additional reason 
for including this section. 
Let S, denote the symmetric grctip on (1, . . . , d}, and let Gj, he the set of types 
of permutations of trpe 7 in &. With 7 given as in (4) we obtein (compare [8, 
P. 361) 
h(r) := d!/fi i”‘q! (6) 
i=l 
Two clusters will be said to be equivalent if one c:an be transformed into the 
other by a rigid motion. We use fd(t) for the counting series of the equivalence 
classes of d’-clusters rooted at an outer facet and use F,(t) for the counting series 
of equivalence classes of such d-clusters when equivalence means that one cluster 
can be transformed into the other by an even rigid motion. Then, using Rurnside’s 
Lemma (see e.g. [S, p. 38]), we obtain: 
where II(T) is given by (6) and Ed,r(t) may be obtained from (5). 
In a similar w’ay, we w;;te Ad for the alternating group and 8, for the set of 
types of perrnutstions of type T in Ad. Observe that if T E .Ad and T is of type T, 
then every permutation of type +r belongs to Ad, so that h.(7) is the mumber of 
permutation of type T in Ad. Then, analogously, we obtain: 
2?roposition l(a) 
Tables l-3 are obtained from (5) and (6). In the first columns the even types 
are indicated by ;in asterisk. 
From PropositijJns 1 and l(a) together with Tables 1 and 2 we obtain 
f3(f)=~(1?&)+3EI(fE3(t2))+2(1ffE&3))), 
F&)=&E,(t)+2(1+fE,(t3))), 
fd(fI =&J%(f) + 6Ez(Wt’)) + 3(1+ tG(t2jj 
-t 8E,(tE,(t3)) + 6( 1 + rE4(t4))), 
F4(t)=~(E4(fj+3(1+tE~(t2))+8EI(tE4(t3))). 
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Table 1. d=3 
7 h(T) E3.N 
* s: ‘1 E,(t) 
%S2 :1 E,(tE3(t2)l 
4 83 I! 1 + zE3(t3) 
Table 2. d =4 
7 h(T) EAt) 
r+6 4 ‘I E,(t) 
352 6 E2(tEJt2)) 
3: G 3 1+ rE:(t’) 
iw 
SIS3 8 E,(tE.&t3)) 
s4 6 1-k tE4( t41 
Table 3. d=5 
--- 
r hkr) E,,(t) 
* I SS 1 E,(t) 
s:s2 10 E,(tE,(t2)) 
* SIS2 2 15 1 +E,(tE;(t’)) 
* 
s:53 20 E2(r&(t3)) 
“IS4 30 E,(tWt4)) 
s2s3 20 1 + tE2(t2Es(t6))E3(t3Es(t6) 1 
* ss 24 1+ tEs(ts) 
By a cluster rooted at a cehl we mean one in which one cell (the root cell) is 
distinguished from the others. Two such clusters are to be regarded as equal if and 
only if there is a rigid motion which moves one clr~rter into coincidence with the 
other and, at the same time, maps the root cell of r>ne onto the root cell of the 
other. We deal separately with the case when only even rigid motions are 
permitted. 
We now apply Bumside’s Lemma again. For this purpose we deal with clusters 
W, in which the vertices of the root cell 2’ are labelled AO, AI,. . . , A+ A 
permuhtion Q on (0, 1, . . . , d} defines uniquely au &line map Y* with Y*(A) = 
Ag(i 1, i = ii.9 1, e s s 9 d. Here T* is odd if and only if W is odd. We define W to be 
inuatiun~ uizder P, if ‘P*(w) = W. The number of ,simplicial d-clusters rooted at a 
cell and i~~~ar~a~t under Y depends on the tx)e T of P only. 
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IA 
denote the counting s’eries fol- the number of such clusters with n cells invariant 
under a permutation of type T. We derive a recursion formula for Pd,r(r) 
analogously to (51, us>ng a similar argument to that of Section 3. Suppose LV is a 
cluster with root cell ZY, where A*. Al., . . i 9 & are the labels of the vertices of a 
and that W is invarialnt under a permutation V of type 
If (iI,. . . , ik) is a cycle of q, then Fi,, . . . , 6, are cyclically permuted under p*. 
Therefore V*k-l (W) =: H holds for a subcluster H rooted at E,. Let !Pf,-l denote 
the restriction of !Pk-’ onto (1, . . . , d -t l}\(il}. Then (l/s,)~~ is the type of ‘Yfl-’ 
and H is invariant undier this permutation of the labels of its root facet Fi,. By the 
same argument that lemd to (5) in Section 3, we obtain the coL.nting series Pd.,(t) 
for the number of clusters rooted at a cell with labelled facets aind invariant under 
the permutation V of the labels. It is 
d+l 
Pd,h) = t n (Ed,(,,s,),l(fi))m’. (7) 
i=l 
?Q>O 
Using (6) with d + 1 kstead of d and Burnside’s Lemma WC obtain: 
Proposition 2. Let pd(t! denote the counting series for the nurrrber of equivalence 
classes of .%nplicial d-clusters rooted at a cell and equivalent under a rigid motion. 
Then 
with h(T) given by (6) and Pd,T(t) given by (4). 
p”roposition 2ia). Let I?,,a’t) dewte the counting series for the number of equival- 
encc classes 0,f simplicial 
rigid motion. ‘Then 
d-clusters rooted at a cell and equivakrzt under an ever1 
h(T)&,,(t). 
From (7) we obtain Tables 4 and 5. 
From Propositions 2 and 2(a), and Tables 4 and 5 together with the values of 
ii(~) from Tables 2 and 2, we obtain p&), P?(t), p&j, 
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Table 4. d = 3 
* S’: tE$W 
s:s* E:(E33(t*w3v~ 
* SZ rE;(t*) 
* s1s3 t(l +zE3(r3))E3(t3) 
S4 1E,(t4) 
Table 5. d = 4 
7 P‘dt) 
- 
* sf tJ%) 
S32 fK,(t2W;(rE4(t2N 
* S& tE~(t*)(l+tE~(t*)) 
* s;s3 tE4(t3)E#E,#)) 
sts4 tE4(c4)( 1+ tE4(t4)) 
s2s3 rEEa(t2E4~t6))~2(t3E,(it6)) 
* SS tE,Cts) 
6. Emmeration of simpkial d-dusters noted at mm inner facet and fixing the two 
l&q&m3 at the root facet 
For an inner facet of a cluster there are two sirnplexes, having that facet in 
common. They are invariant under an atline map if and only if this map fixes the 
inner facet and the two vertices of the simplexes which are not on the inner facet. 
Supple W is a ciuster, FO an inner facet with vertices AI,. . . , 4, and 7” and 
7”- are the two simpbxes with facet I$,. Let fl and I$- be the facets of ‘I’+ and T- 
opposite to A and A: and A, be the vertices of T+ and T- opposite to F,,, 
respectively. Let w be a permutation on (1, . . . , 6) of type (4) and P* be the affine 
map, well defined by ?r*(Al j = h(i), i = 1, . . . , d, ?r*(AG) = Ai. !3o T* leaves T+ 
and T fixed. Then 7s*(AJ = A, and -*(Ai) = Aj implies W*(K) = 5, q*(E) = 
FT, i=l,. . . , d. Therefore the restriction ,G of T* to the set 
UT, . . - , EL FT, . . . , &} of the double tetrahe:dron k of type 
7 := $5 . . . $%. 
Let Vd.*(t) denote the counting series for the number of clusters invariant under 
w*. Then we obtain, as in the previoNus ection, 
V&(t) = t2 fi Ed_,&k)2~ = (E,,(t)-- :1)2 (8) 
k=l 
where the last equation is obtained from (5). 
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Proposition 3. Let Vd(t) denote the counting series for the number of equivalence 
classes of simplicial d-i:lusters rooted at an inner facet and equivalent under a rigid 
motion that leaves fixed the two simpkxes having the inner root facet in common. 
Then 
Odtt) = i+j s. h(T) Vd,&). 
bpodtion 3(a). tit v,(t) denote the counting series for the number of equiwal- 
ence classes of simplicial d-chwers rooted at an inner facet and equivalent render an 
even rigid motion that leaves ,ftxed the two simplexes having the inner root facet in 
common. Then 
&d(t) = i-& .;, h(7’)Vd.h). 
From (8), Propositions 3 and 3(a) together with Tables 1 and 2 we obtain 
us(f) = i((E&)- 1)2+ :3(E1(tEJt2))- 1)2+ 2t2E$(s3)), 
V3(t) = 4((E3(f) - 1)2 t- 2t”E;(t3)), 
u&) = &(E&) - 1)2-+6(&(fE4(f2)) - l)* 
+ 3t2E:(t”) -k 8(E,(tE,(t3)) - 1)2 -k6t2E:(t4)), 
v,(t) = &(E4(f) - 1)‘2 +3t2E,4(t2) + 8(El(tE4(t3)) - 1)2. 
7. Enumeration of simplidal &dusters rooted at an inner facet and symmetrical 
with respect to the root fiuet 
By ‘symmetrical with respect to the root facet’ we mean that there exists a rigid 
motion which maps the clustler onto itself and interchanges the two cells wh.ich 
meet at the root facet. To construct such a cluster W, which necessarily has an 
even number of cells, we proceed as in Section 6. We again assume that ‘R’ is a 
cluster having the inner facet .IF,, and we use the same notation for the vertices 
and the facets of the double tetrahedron defined by F,, as in the previous section. 
Again let w be a permutatiosn oa (1, . . . , d} of type (4) and IT* the affine map, 
well defined by #(Ai j = Ai, i == 1, . . . , d, ~*(Aij = A;; i.e., w* interchanges At; 
and A,. If p* denotes !he reflection map on aff Fb, then trivially the restrictions 
of ?I* and p* 0 ‘IT* to the vertices of FO are identical, Therefore p* 0 7r* acts on 
each of the facets fl and fi as a permutation of type (4). It follows that if p* * +R* 
acts cyclically on 
214 E 
then V* acts cyclically on 
cc, K2, * * * , q_,, 
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if r is ever, and rr* acts cyclically on 
(K+,, &, * * *, q.,, <, K,, * * a, q-,3 q) 
if r is odd. Therefore the restriction of 7r to the set of facets of the double 
tetrahedron is a permutation of type 
m,+2m 
s2 2 
m +2m 
sp, S6 ’ .5@...* (9) 
Now if W+(t) is the counting series for the number of clusters rooted at an 
inner facet F0 and symmetrical with respect to that facet, which are invariant 
under a 
(9): 
permutation ?r of type T (where T is given in (4))), then we obtain from 
W&(f) = t* n Ed,7z,(r2i)mi+2m,, n Ed,7:ti(r2i)2”‘2i . 
i odd i even 
(10) 
Taken with Burnside’s Lemma this leads to: 
h#po&ion 4. ket wd(t) denote the counting series for the number of equivalence 
classes of simplicial d-clusters rooted at an inner facet and symmetrical with respect 
to that facet. Then 
‘Wd(f)=$ . TE, h(+b(fh 
Wow r* is even if and only if it fixes At; and A, and is even on AI, . . . , &, or 
a* interchanges A;f and A; and is odd on Al,. . . , Ad. Thus we have: 
bp@&ion 4(a). Let Wd(f) denote the counting series for the number of equiual- 
ence classes of simplicial d-clusters rooted at an inner facet and symmetrical with 
respect o that facet under an even rigid motion. Then 
WW=-$ c hb)%,,(~). 
* TEGd\OId 
From (IO) we obtain Tables 6 and 7. 
Table 6. d = 3 
7 W3.N 
* s: t*E;(t*) 
sls* t*Egt*) 
* sg tZE3(t6) 
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r ~4.A) 
* s’: t2E:(t2) 
s3, t2Ei( r2) 
* SZ t2E:(t2) 
* ~1~3 t2E1(t2E4(t6))E.,(t6) 
s4 t2E$( t4) 
From Propositions 4 and 4(a), andl Tables 6 and 7 together with h(7) from 
Tsables 1 and 2, we obtain w3,(t), W3(t), w4(f), WJf). 
8. Enumeration of sinqdicial d-dusters rooted at an inner facet 
A cluster rooted at an inner fxet contains two simplices having that root facet 
in common. They form a doublle tetrahedron, which is invariant under an affine 
map if and only if it fixes the inner facet. The counting series for the number of 
clusters rooted at an inner facet in which the two simplices are both fixed has been 
determined in Section 6, and lthe corresponding counting series when the two 
simplices are interchanged has been determined in Section 7. Therefore we 
obtain: 
hposith 5. If qd(f) denotes the counting series for the number of equiunknce 
classes of simplicial d-clusters rooted at an inner facet and equivalent under a rigid 
motion, then 
PNB~OS%OII 5(a). If Q,(t) denotes the counting series for the number of equiualersce 
classes of simplicial d-clusters nwxed at an inner facet and equivalent under an 
even rigid motion, then 
Q~(f)=bWfM%W). 
We make use of a theorem on e~numeration of graphs given in [S, p. SS] and 
especially of formula (3.2.3) in the ‘subsequent corollary. (Similar applications to 
the present problem can also be formd in [9, 151.) To obtain the counting series 
for the number of unrooted clusters we need tw.0 counting series: that for the 
number of clusters rooted at a c&l, <and that for the number of clusters rooted at 
“. 
-._.jl; =.., _i ,.,._ 
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an inner facet and having no symmetry with respect to that facet. Therefore from 
Sectiona 7 and 8 we obtain: 
PIW~UWMI 6. Let /q,(t) denote the counting series for the number of equivalence 
classes of unrooted simplicial d-clusters, equivalent under a rigid motion. Then 
h~(t)=g,(t)-%(t)+w‘~(t) 
with p&j, v,,(f), wd(f) given by Propositions 2,3,4, respectively. 
n 6(a). Let &(t) denote the counting sceries for the number of unrooted 
simplicial d-clusters, equivalent under QPI even rigid motion. Then 
H,(t) = &(f)- Q&)-k W&f). 
Becaruse counting clusters is equivalent to counting stack polytopes, as indicated 
in the introduction, we obtain immediately from Proposition 6: 
Theorem. 775e counting series for the number of d-dimensional stack polytopes is 
hA. 
Table 8 gives the numerical values of the coefficients hdSn and H+, (d = 
TabIe 8 
n h3,n H 3.n h 4.n 
1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 
4 3 4 3 
5 7 10 7 
6 24 40 20 
7 93 171 131 
8 434 831 815 
9 2110 4147 5142 
10 10957 21822 36800 
11 58713 117062 272093 
12 321576 642600 2077909 
13 1792133 3582322 16176607 
14 10131027 20256886 127997683 
15 57949430 115888201 1025727646, 
16 334970205 669911568 8310377815 
17 1953890318 3907720521 68217725764, 
18 11489753730 22979343010 5605275761OCl 
19 68054102361 134107859377 4556993996246 
20 405715557048 811430160282 38949828947268 
H 4.n 
- 
1 
1 
1 
3 
8 
40 
211 
1406 
9754 
71591 
537699 
4131943 
32271490 
255690412 
2050376883 
16616721067 
135920429975 
1120999363012 
9313779465810 
77897867860817 
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3,4, n = 1, I . . ,20) in the counting series defined in Propositions 6 and 6(a). 
According to the Theorem in Section 9, h +, gives also the number of distinct 
combinatorial types of d-dimension4 stacked polytopes with n cells. 
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